Risks of Ventricular Arrhythmia and Heart Failure in Carriers of RBM20 Variants
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BACKGROUND: Variants in RBM20 are reported in 2% to 6% of familial cases of dilated cardiomyopathy and may be associated with fatal ventricular arrhythmia and rapid heart failure progression. We sought to determine the risk of adverse events in RBM20 variant carriers and the impact of sex on outcomes.

METHODS: Consecutive probands and relatives carrying RBM20 variants were retrospectively recruited from 12 cardiomyopathy units. The primary end point was a composite of malignant ventricular arrhythmia (MVA) and end-stage heart failure (ESHF). MVA and ESHF end points were also analyzed separately and males and females compared. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) contemporary to MVA was examined. RBM20 variant carriers with left ventricular systolic dysfunction (RBM20_LVS_D) were compared with variant-elusive patients with idiopathic left ventricular systolic dysfunction.

RESULTS: Longitudinal follow-up data were available for 143 RBM20 variant carriers (71 male; median age, 35.5 years); 7 of 143 had an MVA event at baseline. Thirty of 136 without baseline MVA (22.0%) reached the primary end point, and 16 of 136 (11.8%) had new MVA with no significant difference between males and females (log-rank $P=0.07$ and $P=0.98$, respectively). Twenty of 143 (14.0%) developed ESHF (17 males and 3 females; log-rank $P<0.001$). Four of 10 variant carriers with available LVEF contemporary to MVA had an LVEF $>35%$. At 5 years, 15 of 67 (22.4%) RBM20_LVS_D versus 7 of 197 (3.6%) patients with idiopathic left ventricular systolic dysfunction had reached the primary end point (log-rank $P<0.001$). RBM20 variant carriage conferred a 6.0-fold increase in risk of the primary end point.

CONCLUSIONS: RBM20 variants are associated with a high risk of MVA and ESHF compared with idiopathic left ventricular systolic dysfunction. The risk of MVA in male and female RBM20 variant carriers is similar, but male sex is strongly associated with ESHF.
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Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is defined by left ventricular dilatation and impaired left or biventricular systolic function that is unexplained by abnormal loading conditions or coronary artery disease. It has an estimated population prevalence of 1 in 250 and, in many patients, is a heritable disease.1
Significant progress has been made in unraveling the genetic basis of DCM. While common variation and gene-environment interaction contribute to phenotype development, many families with DCM exhibit Mendelian, monogenic inheritance. Over 200 genes have been implicated in DCM pathogenesis, although strong supportive evidence for a causative role is limited to a relatively small number.

Variants in RBM20 are reported in 2% to 6% of familial cases of DCM. RBM20 resides on chromosome 10 and encodes for the RNA-binding motif protein 20, a modifier of posttranscriptional splicing of over 40 genes. It is suggested that RBM20 variants cause a particularly malignant form of DCM, characterized by fatal ventricular arrhythmia and rapidly progressive left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD). If this is correct, diagnosis of pathogenic RBM20 variants has major implications for disease management and the counseling of families. In this study, we examine the natural history of RBM20 variant carriers.

**METHODS**

Methods are available in the Supplemental Material. Patient-level data will not be made available as consent was not sought for public dissemination and due to concerns that information could be used to identify individuals. The study conforms with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants provided written informed consent for genetic testing. The authors from each center guarantee the integrity of data from their institution and received approval for anonymized patient data collation and analysis.

**RESULTS**

One hundred and fifty-four individuals with likely pathogenic or pathogenic RBM20 variants were identified. Five were excluded: 1 with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, 3 with no clinical data, and 1 neonate with a heart failure–related death. The cohort for baseline analysis comprised 149 individuals (32 probands [Table S1] and 117 relatives) from 43 families, 28 of which were represented by ≥2 individuals (Figure S1). All RBM20 variants were missense variants (130 within the RSRSP stretch on exons 9 and 19 in the glutamate-rich region on exon 11; Figure 1; Table S2).

**Baseline Characteristics and Disease Penetrance**

Baseline characteristics of RBM20 variant carriers are summarized in Table 1 and Tables S3 and S4, including within gene-specific cohorts. We sought to explore these differences in RBM20 variant carriers. To provide context to our findings, we compare and contrast the characteristics and outcomes of RBM20 variant carriers with LVSD with patients with idiopathic LVSD (iLVSD) and no identifiable pathogenic gene variant.
columns representing missingness. Seven (4.7%) individuals had malignant ventricular arrhythmia (MVA) before (3/7) or at baseline assessment (4/7). Median (interquartile range [IQR]) age at first evaluation was 35.5 (20.2–47.4) years (41.6 [24.3–49.4] years for females versus 28.0 [17.8–41.5] years for males; *P*=0.001). LVSD was present in 85 (57.0%) patients at or before baseline assessment. Two probands with normal LVEF had unexplained left ventricular dilatation and nonsustained ventricular tachycardia on Holter monitor. Fifty-five (47.0%) relatives had LVSD at baseline.

Twenty one variant carriers developed new-onset LVSD during follow-up (both probands without LVSD at baseline and 19/61 [31.1%] previously unaffected relatives) with a median (IQR) time to LVSD development of 71 (23–153) months. Estimated median age of disease penetrance in male relatives was 32.1 (27.6–40.1) years and 45.5 (37.9–53.7) years for female relatives (Figure S2).

Clinical Events

Follow-up data were available for 143 of 149 RBM20 variant carriers (Table 2). Median (IQR) follow-up was 86 (39–178) months. Thirty-six (25.2%) patients experienced MVA or end-stage heart failure (ESHF) during follow-up. Six of the 7 patients with MVA before or at first evaluation had at least 1 further MVA event during follow-up; 3 of 7 underwent heart transplantation and 1 died from heart failure.
A Kaplan-Meier analysis identified multiple baseline variables associated with the primary endpoint (Table S6A) including LVEF (hazard ratio [HR], 1.08 per 1% decrement [95% CI, 1.04–1.12]; P<0.001) and left ventricular internal diameter at end diastole (LVIDd; HR, 1.12 per 1 mm increase [95% CI, 1.06–1.18]; P<0.001). Variables not included in multivariable analyses due to >10% missing data were history of smoking, cardiac medications at baseline, PR interval, QRS duration, left atrial diameter, TAPSE, number of ventricular ectopics in 24 hours, and the presence of left ventricular late gadolinium enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance scan.

The predictors of clinical events in RBM20 variant carriers were independent predictors of the primary end point (Fine-Gray test, P=0.78; Figure S4).

Ten patients who experienced MVA had an LVEF available within 6 months of the event. Median (IQR) contemporary LVEF was 28.5% (23%–38%), and 4 of 10 had a contemporary LVEF >35%. A single patient had a contemporary LVEF >45% (Table S5).

Twenty of 143 patients (14.0%) reached the ESHF end point (17 males and 3 females; P=0.001; Figure 2); 17 of 20 had heart transplantsations (16 males and 1 female). One male underwent left ventricular assist device implantation and subsequently had a heart failure–related death. Two female deaths were reported as heart failure related at 62 and 94 years of age. Four males (1 proband) received heart transplants in their teenage years.

**Table 2. Clinical Outcomes for Male and Female RBM20 Variant Carriers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Overall, n (%)</th>
<th>Female, n (%)</th>
<th>Male, n (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure death</td>
<td>3 (2.1)</td>
<td>1 (1.4)</td>
<td>2 (2.8)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>8 (5.6)</td>
<td>5 (6.9)</td>
<td>3 (4.2)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF or flutter</td>
<td>13 (9.1)</td>
<td>3 (4.2)</td>
<td>10 (13.9)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained VT or VF</td>
<td>20 (14.0)</td>
<td>10 (13.9)</td>
<td>10 (14.1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitachycardia pacing</td>
<td>2 (3.8)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (4.0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate shock</td>
<td>15 (28.3)</td>
<td>7 (25.0)</td>
<td>8 (32.0)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure admission</td>
<td>30 (21.0)</td>
<td>11 (15.3)</td>
<td>19 (26.8)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV assist device implantation, n (%)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart transplantation, n (%)</td>
<td>17 (11.9)</td>
<td>1 (1.4)</td>
<td>16 (22.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (2.1)</td>
<td>2 (2.8)</td>
<td>1 (1.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden cardiac death, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (2.1)</td>
<td>2 (2.8)</td>
<td>1 (1.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (5.6)</td>
<td>5 (6.9)</td>
<td>3 (4.2)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; ICD, implantable cardiac defibrillator; LV, left ventricle; VT, ventricular tachycardia.

Eight RBM20 variant carriers died during follow-up (3 heart failure–related and 5 sudden cardiac deaths). One female died of noncardiovascular causes at the age of 86 years, and 1 male died of causes unknown at the age of 48 years.

**Survival Analysis**

The 7 individuals with MVA at or before baseline assessment were excluded from analysis of the primary composite and secondary MVA end points but were included in the analysis of the secondary ESHF end point.

Thirty (22.0%) of 136 patients (18 males and 12 females) reached the primary composite end point: 16 had MVA events (7 males and 9 females) and 14 had ESHF events (11 males and 3 females). Only 2 females had adverse events before the age of 40 years (sustained ventricular tachycardia and appropriate implantable cardiac defibrillator [ICD] shock) during follow-up. Differences between men and women for the primary composite and secondary MVA end points were not statistically significant (P=0.07 and P=0.98, respectively; Figure 2). A Kaplan-Meier analysis of the primary end point from birth, incorporating events before and at baseline assessment (and, therefore, all RBM20 variant carriers), did show a difference between males and females (P<0.001; Figure S3). Competing risk from heart transplantation did not significantly alter the comparison between males and females for the secondary MVA end point (Fine-Gray test, P=0.78; Figure S4).
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**Predictors of Clinical Events in RBM20 Variant Carriers**

Univariable Cox regression identified multiple baseline variables associated with the primary end point (Table S6A) including LVEF (hazard ratio [HR], 1.08 per 1% decrement [95% CI, 1.04–1.12]; P<0.001) and left ventricular internal diameter at end diastole (LVIDd; HR, 1.12 per 1 mm increase [95% CI, 1.06–1.18]; P<0.001). Variables not included in multivariable analyses due to >10% missing data were history of smoking, cardiac medications at baseline, PR interval, QRS duration, left atrial diameter, TAPSE, number of ventricular ectopics in 24 hours, and the presence of left ventricular late gadolinium enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance scan. LVEF and LVIDd demonstrated strong associations with all end points. Multivariable modeling was explored with and without LVIDd given the greater emphasis placed on LVEF in clinical practice and international guidelines.

Multivariable modeling without LVIDd demonstrated that LVEF (HR, 1.08 per 1% decrement [95% CI, 1.04–1.12]; P<0.001), carriage of the p.Arg634Gln variant (HR, 5.0 [95% CI, 1.8–13.8]; P=0.002), and history of heart failure (HR, 2.6 [95% CI, 1.2–5.7]; P=0.02) were independently associated with the primary end point (Table S6B). When LVIDd was included in the model, the independent predictors of the primary end point were LVIDd, history of heart failure, New York Heart Association class III or IV at baseline, and carriage of the p.Arg634Gln variant.

Univariable and multivariable modeling for the secondary MVA and ESHF end points is shown in Tables 7 and 8. As with the primary end point, results differed with and without inclusion of LVIDd. In models excluding LVIDd, LVEF and carriage of the p.Arg634Gln variant were independent predictors of the secondary MVA end point and LVEF was an independent predictor for the secondary ESHF end point in a model with male sex and history of heart failure.
Univariable and multivariable analysis using Fine-Gray subdistribution hazards confirmed these results when accounting for the competing risk of heart transplantation.

Comparison Between RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} and iLVSD Cohorts

Seventy-six RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} patients were compared with 238 iLVSD patients (Tables 9 and 10). Twenty-seven (11.3%) of the iLVSD cohort and 5 (6.6%) of the RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} cohort had MVA at or before baseline ($P=0.33$). As previously, for analyses of the primary composite and secondary MVA end points but not the ESHF end point, these patients, and those with no follow-up, were removed. Median (IQR) follow-up time for the iLVSD cohort was 40 (25–64) months and for the RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} cohort was 91 (47–181) months ($P<0.001$). End points were analyzed at 5 years to mitigate for the difference in follow-up time (Table S11).

At 5 years, the primary end point was reached by 15 of 67 (22.4%) patients with RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} versus 7 of 197 (3.6%) with iLVSD ($P<0.001$; Figure 3). The incidence of the primary end point in the RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} cohort was 5.9 per hundred person-years versus 1.1 per hundred person-years for the iLVSD cohort (incidence rate ratio, 5.4). The secondary MVA end point was reached by 10 of 67 (14.9%) patients with RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} versus 6 of 197 (3.0%) with iLVSD ($P=0.002$), and the secondary ESHF end point reached by 7 of 72 (9.7%) RBM20\textsubscript{LVS D} versus 1 of 221 (0.5%) iLVSD ($P<0.001$). RBM20 variant carriage was associated with the primary end point (HR, 6.0 [95% CI, 2.3–15.6]; $P<0.001$) and retained this association when propensity scores were included in a multivariable Cox model (HR, 4.6 [95% CI, 1.6–14.6]; $P=0.03$).

**DISCUSSION**

RBM20 encodes RNA-binding motif protein 20, a trans-acting splicing factor that is highly expressed in striated muscle. It affects the splicing of over 40 genes including TTN and other genes important for sarcomeric function, as well as genes involved in cardiomyocyte calcium signal transduction.
homeostasis. The interplay between RBM20 variants and the spliceosome confers intricacy and complexity to the mechanism of RBM20-induced DCM.

In this large, multicenter, international study, we show that RBM20 variants associated with DCM frequently result in adverse events with over 1 in 5 patients reaching the primary composite outcome during a median follow-up of 87 months. Compared with a control group of variant-elusive patients, RBM20 variants conferred a 6.0-fold increase in the risk of ESHF or MVA in individuals with LVSD at 5 years of follow-up. RBM20 variants were shown to be highly penetrant in relatives, an important finding when counseling families.

Males with DCM generally have more severe phenotypes and a poorer prognosis than women. In our study, males and females had a similar burden of MVA; however, males experienced earlier and more frequent ESHF events than females, and only 1 woman had a heart transplant. As a result, a trend was seen toward more males reaching the primary composite end point, but this did not reach statistical significance.

Carriage of the p.Arg634Gln variant was seen to confer additional risk, particularly for MVA events. This variant is located within the RSRSP stretch where missense mutations result in mislocalization of RBM20 to the cytoplasm and altered nuclear splicing of the pre-mRNAs of several cardiomyopathy-linked genes. Splicing models suggest that the pathogenicity of RBM20 missense variants at the same amino acid position could vary even by polarity of the exchanged amino acid. In the future, variant-level phenotyping may be required to refine risk assessment.

The need for ICD implantation and its timing are common clinical dilemmas in the management of patients with DCM. Cohort studies of variant carriers in genes such as LMNA and FLNC have shown that the conventional approach of only offering ICD implantation to patients with severe LVSD is inadequate; in these patients, ICD implantation should be considered in patients where LVSD is only mild or even low-normal. Where data were available, nearly half of RBM20 variant carriers with an MVA event had a contemporary LV EF >35%, but only a single case was seen with a contemporary LV EF >45%. Thus, consideration of ICD implantation in RBM20 variant carriers with an LV EF ≤45% seems reasonable. Importantly, females should be regarded as carrying the same risk of MVA as males.

Our findings emphasize the importance of family screening. Nearly a third of relatives with no features
of cardiomyopathy at baseline developed LVSD during follow-up. Screening should be considered at a young age given that 3 male relatives required heart transplantation in their teens. The identification of RBM20 variant carriers before phenotype development offers the opportunity for regular risk assessment and timely initiation of medications. Future therapies may mitigate against the development of the malignant RBM20 phenotype.4,16

Limitations

Participating centers were all specialist cardiomyopathy units leading to potential referral bias. The use of RED-Cap17 aimed to mitigate against unstandardized data collection that can be a flaw in retrospective, multicenter studies. Some study variables were limited by missing data. Ambulatory monitor and cardiac magnetic resonance scan data were particularly prone to missingness, and this prevented their inclusion in multivariable modeling. How variables such as ventricular ectopy count and late gadolinium enhancement burden contribute to risk stratification in RBM20 variant carriers should be addressed in future studies. Information on ICD programming was not analyzed, and while all centers are expert in device implantation and offer contemporary programming strategies, patients could have been exposed to different practices that may have influenced the frequency of MVA events. Most RBM20 variant carriers were of white ethnicity, highlighting the importance of further research incorporating patients of other ethnicities.

Conclusions

RBM20 variants are highly penetrant for a malignant DCM phenotype and specific RBM20 variants associate with adverse events. Both sexes are at risk of MVA, and male sex is strongly associated with ESHF. Impairment of LVEF is a major predictor of the risk of MVA. Further research with larger cohorts and functional studies is required to achieve variant-level risk stratification.
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